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The present study investigates the impact of the soil saturation level on the performance

of unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings when subjected to seismic excitations. More

specifically, this paper examines the dynamic response of an ordinary stone-built URM

building, firstly in its initial state and subsequently when it is slightly retrofitted with

reinforced concrete beams at the perimeter in both storeys and also reinforced concrete

instead of wooden lintels above the openings. The assessment of the behavior of this

typical URM building, taking into account the soil-structure interaction (SSI) along with

the nonlinear behavior both of the soil and the structure is examined through incremental

dynamic analyses. For this purpose, a compatible in terms of soil conditions, set of

20 ground motions was selected, each scaled to several levels of seismic intensity.

Subsequently, multiple nonlinear dynamic analyses of the coupled model of soil and

structure were performed. In addition, these calculations were repeated for eight different

saturation levels covering a wide range of soil conditions to elaborately investigate the

problem at hand.

Keywords: masonry buildings, saturated soils, seismic hazard, incremental dynamic analysis, soil-structure

interaction, structural assessment, retrofitting

INTRODUCTION

In engineering practice, apart from following the general guidelines of the seismic norms, usually
none special attention is given on soil compliance and the related soil—structure interaction when
designing a low-rise ordinary building. This simplification of the seismic design process is realistic
when the construction is founded on rock or on a very stiff soil layer. However, very frequently
the foundation soil layer has the capability to deform, which affects the foundation compliance at
the base of the structure and the dynamic response of the soil—foundation—structure system. This
phenomenon depends both on the special characteristics of the seismic ground motion as well as
the local site conditions, the dynamic properties of the soil and the structure.

In recent years, the so-called soil-structure interaction (SSI) phenomenon, is more often taken
into account (e.g., Mylonakis and Gazetas, 2000; Paolucci et al., 2013; Millen et al., 2014; Pecker
et al., 2014; Gazetas, 2015) when studying the seismic response of any type of structure and
infrastructure. Consequently, contemporary seismic norms have also started to include SSI in
seismic design guidelines. This is an important step toward a more realistic seismic design of
structures, which, however, still needs further improvements.

To the best of authors’ knowledge, existing studies investigate the SSI phenomenon without
considering the saturation level of soil and its impact on the structural response. More specifically,
soil is usually considered as dry or occasionally as fully saturated. For instance, two reinforced
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concrete moment resisting frame buildings founded on a
homogenous sandy soil profile for two hydraulic conditions: dry
and fully saturated, were studied by Saez (2009). However, in
reality the soil saturation level is constantly changing and it is
directly dependent on external factors.

So far it has not been examined to which extent the dynamic
response of any type of building is affected by the change of
the soil saturation level. The lack of such studies is due to
the difficulty of establishing accurate and reliable models to
simulate unsaturated soils dynamic behavior. Consequently, the
variation of the mechanical properties of soils depending on
their saturation level has not been studied very thoroughly. The
present study aims to simulate the saturated soil conditions as
accurately as possible based on experimental results. For this
purpose, the foundation of a characteristic unreinforced masonry
(URM) building, stone-built and constructed over a silty sand
layer, with mechanical properties depending on the saturation
level, is considered. Subsequently, the coupled model of the soil
and the superstructure is examined for various dynamic loading
conditions.

OVERVIEW OF THE EXAMINED PROBLEM

Description of the Masonry Building
Typology
The examined structural model is a typical form of a two-
storey, symmetrical URM building (the so-called “neoclassical”
buildings) that were constructed in Greece from the nineteenth
century and later on. Typically, they have been used as residences
and their volume is closed and cubic, while a basic tripartite
separation is used to ensure symmetry in the faces. On the
facade of the building, this typology is formed via the axially
positioned entrance and the symmetrically located openings that
imply the different function of the three parts of the house. In
many towns in Greece (e.g., in Chania, Crete) such buildings are
still well-preserved and functioning, as shown in Figure 1.

As aforementioned, this work investigates the change of the
dynamic non-linear behavior of the silty sand foundation layer,
depending on the variations in the saturation level, and its impact
on a typical masonry building shown in Figure 2A. In addition, a
quite simple and light reinforcement of the building for the same
soil conditions is examined. Retrofitting is performed by placing
proper reinforced concrete (RC) elements. As illustrated in
Figure 2B, the retrofitted URM building has RC beams (freezes)
at the perimeter in both storeys and additional RC lintels above
the openings (i.e., reinforced concrete instead of wooden lintels).
The inclusion of RC freezes is an efficient and relatively cost-
effective method for reinforcing masonry structures, in order to
increase their resistance to out-of-plane seismic loading, control
the horizontal displacements and minimize the risk of exterior
wall falling. The addition of RC freezes (referred also as ring RC
beams, e.g., Senaldi et al., 2014) improves the performance of
the building by increasing the floor stiffness, thus, enhancing the
rigid diaphragm behavior of the building.

This is a simple and economical retrofitting method and
it is often applied in masonry (stone and brick) structures in

Greece and other countries. Certainly, floor strengthening of
the URM building could be further enhanced with more heavy
interventions via concrete slabs, composite steel-concrete slabs,
metal grids, and steel ties (e.g., Branco and Guerreiro, 2011).
However, this light intervention scheme was deliberately chosen
in order to keep unchanged the weight and the fundamental
period of the examined building, since any change most probably
would alter substantially the impact of soil saturation level and
the related SSI on the structural system, which is the main focus
of the present study.

As explained in the subsequent sections, finite element
models for each degree of saturation were developed and
multiple non-linear dynamic analyses were conducted
following an incremental procedure utilizing a suitably
selected suite of ground motions recorded in similar soil
conditions. The process has high computational cost,
since a total of 3,200 dynamic nonlinear analyses had to
be performed (2 buildings × 8 soil saturation degrees ×

20 earthquakes × 10 scaling levels). The post-processing
and interpretation of the results was also demanding and
time-consuming since the volume of the output data is
huge.

Soil-Structure Interaction
As aforementioned, when structures are founded on soft soil
layers then soil-structure interaction plays an important role
in their dynamic behavior, which has been presented among
other structural systems also for masonry buildings (e.g.,
Karatzetzou et al., 2015; Pitilakis and Karatzetzou, 2015). During
an earthquake the ground deforms and this affects the foundation
and the supported structure, while the presence of a structure
substantially alters the ground response compared to free-field
conditions. In general, there are three primary categories of SSI
effects (FEMA-440, 2005):

- Flexible foundation effects to structure due to the flexibility of
the soil-foundation system;

- Kinematic effects due to filtering of the transmitted ground
motion to the structure;

- Foundation damping effects due to energy dissipation of soil-
structure system via radiation and hysteretic soil damping.

Including SSI effects results in a more realistic evaluation of
the probable structural behavior and performance compared
to fixed-base or decoupled approaches. Several modern seismic
norms (e.g., Eurocode 8; EC8, 2004) recognize the impact of
SSI on the dynamic structural response, but usually consider
it as neutral or beneficial for typical structures due to period
elongation and lower spectral acceleration values, while they
suggest to examine it more thoroughly for special types of
structures. Nevertheless, the study of the SSI phenomenon in
the case of partially saturated soils has not been investigated,
mainly due to the difficulty of the simulation of the dynamic
behavior for varying soil properties due to the changes of the
soil saturation level. Hence, the current work aims to shed
some light to soil and structural dynamic responses for such
circumstances.
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FIGURE 1 | Typical masonry buildings in Chania, Crete, Greece.

FIGURE 2 | The initial (A) and the slightly retrofitted (B) masonry building.

Partially Saturated Soils
Examining the complex phenomenon of SSI for partially
saturated soil layers is a challenging task (Al Rjoub, 2007).
In laboratory, the behavior of unsaturated soils is usually
determined via matric suction, while the degree of saturation,
Sr, is assumed to be directly related to suction. In finite element
numerical simulations, the characteristic material properties of
the soil are Young’s modulus, E, and Poisson ratio, ν; while shear
modulus, G, is easily computed by: G = E/2·(1+v). Given the
values of Young’s and Shear’s moduli, the Poisson’s ratio can be
easily calculated by: v = (E-2·G)/2·G. The density, ρ, of the soil
is given by:

ρ = G/V2
s (1)

in which, Vs, denotes shear wave velocity. Moreover, the density
of the partially saturated soil is derived in terms of Sr by:

ρ = f (Sr) = ρd + eSrρw (2)

where e is the void ratio and ρw = 1,000 kg/m3 the water
density, while the density of the dry, silty soil was chosen equal
to ρd = 1,500 kg/m3 (Byun et al., 2013).

A considerable research effort has been devoted lately to
investigate the variation of the mechanical characteristics for
unsaturated soils. However, as it is very difficult to interpret
analytically soil saturation level, Sr, with respect to basic
mechanical properties, the related research is mainly conducted
in laboratory. For instance, in the experimental study by Byun
et al. (2013), both Young’s and shear moduli of fine-grained
silty sand were presented in the form of suitable graphs (see
Figure 3). The soil properties that have been presented in
the aforementioned study have been adopted in the current
investigation.

Apart from determining the mechanical properties of
unsaturated soils, the implementation of a suitable yield criterion
is also a difficult task in soil mechanics. The most popular yield
criteria such as the Von Mises and the Mohr-Coulomb refer
to saturated or dry soils. An exception is the extension of the
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FIGURE 3 | Impact of degree of saturation for silty sand soil on (adopted from Byun et al., 2013): (A) Young’s modulus; (B) shear modulus.

modified Cam-Clay yield criterion for unsaturated soils (Casini
et al., 2008). In the international literature the use of the Cam-
Clay yield criterion is recommended for the description of the
non-linear behavior of clay soils. However, this criterion has been
used in several studies for other soil types, either in its initial form
(e.g., Fall et al., 2011) or slightly modified (McDowell and Hau,
2004). The Cam-Clay yield criterion according to the Critical
State theory (Casini et al., 2008) has been used in this study.

Incremental Dynamic Analyses
Over the last years multi-step or incremental dynamic analysis
(Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2002) methodologies have been
developed in order to assess more accurately the non-linear
behavior of engineering structures under seismic excitations.
These approaches are based on the simple principle of
performing the dynamic analysis of the structure for one or
preferably more seismic records, which are scaled to represent
the changes of seismic intensity -through proper intensity
measures (IMs)- and the related response of the structural
system, described via engineering demand parameters (EDPs)
and structural damage indices (DI). The main aim is to produce
-usually in the form of IM–EDP plots a relation between the
seismic hazard intensity level and the dynamic response of the
structural system.

Certainly, the dynamic behavior of any structure strongly
depends on the selected records characteristics; therefore, in
order to describe the structural response more accurately, an
adequate number of suitable recordsmust be used. Consequently,
selecting and scaling earthquake ground motions for performing
response-history analysis has attracted the interest of many
researchers (e.g., Haselton et al., 2012; Reyes and Kalkan, 2012;
among others) and the development of related software [e.g.,
REXEL (Iervolino et al., 2009); ISASRS (Katsanos and Sextos,
2013)].

The vast number of dynamic nonlinear analyses is typically
implemented in a multi-step manner, which is an extremely
demanding computational task. The most applicable methods
to accomplish this goal are multiple-stripe dynamic analysis
(MSDA), incremental dynamic analysis (IDA), and its extension
multi-component incremental dynamic analysis (MIDA). In the
adopted MSDA approach, the intensity measure is the first mode

spectral acceleration for damping equal to 5%, Sa(T1,5%), while
repeated non-linear dynamic analyses are performed for several
predefined spectral acceleration levels (the so-called stripes).
Nonetheless, alternative IMs, such as peak ground acceleration
(PGA) and IMs related to velocity or displacement instead of
acceleration can be used (Giovenale et al., 2004; Tothong and
Cornell, 2007).

Depending on the structural system special characteristics,
damages may be quantified using EDPs that represent certain
limit states (e.g., nodal displacements, inter-storey drifts,
accelerations). There are many relevant studies in the field of
vulnerability and integrity assessment of masonry structures
(Kappos et al., 2006; Rota et al., 2010; Karantoni et al., 2012;
Frankie et al., 2013; Negulescu et al., 2014; Lagomarsino, 2015;
EQ-Assess, 2016; among others). In the current study, the
total drift at the top of the building (i.e., the difference of
top and base displacements divided by its height) has been
chosen, since it can be directly related to predefined performance
levels (immediate occupancy, life safety, collapse prevention) for
masonry buildings.

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Geometry and Modeling Details
Since the emphasis is given on the soil, the initial structural model
is a rather simple two-story URM building shown in Figure 2A,
which has dimensions 10 × 8m with a ground floor height of
4m and a first-floor height of 3m, while masonry walls width
is 0.40m. The foundation of the structure was constructed at a
1.8m depth with a widening of the masonry walls. Both sides in
the X′X direction include 6 openings with wooden lintels, while
no openings were placed on the other two sides. Between the
floors and at the top of the structure there are wooden beams with
dimensions 0.20 × 0.30m, spaced in 1.5m. Based on a detailed
parametric investigation, the optimal dimensions -in terms of
computational cost and efficiency- of the soil layer were set as 18
× 20× 15m (simulated with 10,085 tetrahedral finite elements),
while the soil continuity was represented via suitable springs
(Liratzakis, 2016).

The second model is the original building after a slight
retrofitting, in which wooden lintels are replaced with RC lintels,
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and RC friezes with height of 0.20m and width of 0.40m, are
placed at the floor levels (see Figure 2B) to improve the dynamic
behavior of the structure without altering its geometry, mass
and vibration period. On the other hand, these quite simple
and cost-effective interventions are often implemented since
they can enhance drastically the dynamic behavior of masonry
buildings, as they enable them to resist horizontal seismic loads.
The geometrical dimensions as well as the material properties of
the structure and the soil layer are the same as in the original
model, since as aforementioned in the introduction, the focus of
this work is given on the impact of soil saturation level, thus,
it was indented to maintain the structure’s fundamental period
unchanged.

In general, with reference to the most suitable approach for
simulating the dynamic behavior of a masonry building,
depending on its special characteristics one can select
among various methodologies (finite element-based, discrete
interface models, macroelements, equivalent frame modeling)
(Lagomarsino and Cattari, 2015; Caddemi et al., 2017). In the
present investigation, a detailed finite element model of the
examined coupled SSI problem has been developed. Numerical
analyses were performed utilizing general purpose finite element
software MSC Marc (2014). For the discretization of the coupled
models, 3D solid tetrahedral elements have been used. More
specifically, the model for the initial building (Figure 4A) has
4,982 nodes and 16,401 elements, from which 3,972 elements
have been used for the simulation of wooden beams and lintels.
The retrofitted building (Figure 4B) has been simulated using
5,012 nodes and 17,302 elements, 3,106 of which have been used
to model the RC friezes and lintels, while the interior wooden
beams have been simulated with 2,984 elements.

Finally, the soil layer has been simulated with 10,085
finite elements for both structural models after a thorough
investigation and taking into account the excessive
computational cost of the repeated non-linear dynamic analyses.
The soil layer is considered to have quite large dimensions,

thus, only an adequate surrounding part of the foundation was
included, while the continuity was represented in the boundary
nodes at the perimeter of the finite element grid via suitable
springs with stiffness ks = 12,000 kN/m3 (Liratzakis, 2016).

Mechanical Properties of the Masonry
Buildings
One of the main issues in numerical modeling and assessment
of masonry buildings is the availability of reliable mechanical
parameters, especially for historic/heritage ones (due to
the invasiveness of several in situ testing methods, the
probable measurements errors, in homogeneity of materials,
aging/deterioration). Reference values of the main mechanical
parameters of masonry (elastic modulus, shear, and compressive
strength) are provided in the literature for various stone and
brick types, based on available data from norms (Eurocode 6) or
experimental tests (KrŽan et al., 2015).

The calculation of the compressive strength, fk, of themasonry
was made for general purpose mortar according to Eurocode 6
(EC6, 2005):

fk = κf 0.7b f 0.3m (3)

where coefficient K is derived from EC6 for manufactured
natural stones and standard mortar to be equal to 0.45. For the
compressive strength of stones, fb, and mortar, fm, two rather
conservative values were used: 35 and 0.5 MPa, respectively,
which are suggested for existing unreinforced masonry buildings
in Greece (Chronopoulos and Zygouris, 2008) and are within the
typical range of values for real masonry buildings (Abdelmegeed,
2015). The compressive design strength was computed using a
safety coefficient of γm = 2 for Greek traditional UMR structures.
Based on these values, the compressive strength of the masonry
was equal to 2.2 MPa. The tensile strength of the load-bearing
masonry is calculated based on the compressive strength of the
mortar. The tensile strength of the masonry along the joints is

FIGURE 4 | The finite element models for: (A) the building in its initial state and (B) the slightly retrofitted masonry building.
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equal to ¼ of fm, while with respect to the vertical direction it
is equal to ½ fm (EC6). Therefore, the tensile strength of the
masonry parallel and perpendicular to the joints is ft// = 0.125
MPa and ft⊥ = 0.25 MPa, respectively.

Young’s modulus of the load-bearing masonry is calculated
analogous to the compressive strength (E = 1,000 fk) and is
equal to E = 2.2 GPa [EC6 (3.7.2.)]. For Poisson’s ratio, the
typical value of v = 0.3 is used (Chronopoulos and Zygouris,
2008). For the description of the non-linear behavior of the
masonry the parabolic Drucker-Prager yield criterion is used.
The parameters σ and β of the yield criterion are determined
by the uniaxial tensile and compressive strength of the material
(σ = 680 kPa, β = 2.98). Wooden members in the models were
assumed (Liratzakis, 2016) to be constructed by wood material of
type C24, according to Eurocode 5 guidelines (EC5, 2004). The
mechanical properties of this material are as follows: the tensile
strength parallel and perpendicular to the fibers is ft// = 14 MPa
and ft⊥ = 0.5MPa, respectively; the compressive strength parallel
and perpendicular to the fibers is fc// = 21 MPa and fc⊥ = 2.5
MPa, respectively; Poisson ratio is v = 0.4; Young’s modulus
is E = 11 GPa; density is ρ = 350 kg/m3. Finally, regarding
retrofitting interventions, C20/25 concrete material was
used.

Simulation of Soil Mechanical Properties
To take into account in the numerical simulations the impact of
soil saturation level on the mechanical properties of the soil, the
experimental data related to the change of Young’s modulus (E),
density (ρ), and Poisson’s ratio (v) were used. As aforementioned,
it was considered that the masonry building is located on a
silty soil layer. The mechanical properties of a soil of this type
with respect to the degree of saturation are derived from the
experimental study of Byun et al. (2013), as illustrated in the plots
of Figure 3.

Based on the experimental data of Byun et al. (2013),
eight characteristic saturation levels were examined. The
correspondingmechanical properties shown inTable 1were used
in the numerical simulations. It should be noted that these values
are taken as precisely as possible from the available data. Finally,
as previously stated, the modified Cam-Clay yield criterion was
used for the description of the non-linear behavior of the silty
soil.

TABLE 1 | Basic properties of silty soil for various saturation levels.

Sr(%) E (MPa) G (MPa) ν ρ (kg/m3)

8 540 200 0.350 1533.6

12 470 175 0.343 1550.4

16 410 155 0.323 1567.2

20 340 130 0.308 1584.0

32 180 65 0.385 1634.4

54 116 52 0.115 1726.8

63 120 50 0.200 1764.6

80 110 48 0.146 1836.0

Modal Analysis
Initially, a modal analysis was performed in MSC Marc software
to determine the fundamental period of the examined buildings.
The calculation of the fundamental period of the decoupled
structure is necessary for the non-linear incremental dynamic
analyses, as the scaling of the accelerograms is based on the
spectral acceleration of the fundamental period for 5% damping.
As aforementioned, this study examines the impact of SSI, which
affects the fundamental period that is usually shifted to the
right (i.e., it is increased due to foundation compliance). Hence,
the modal analysis of the decoupled buildings was performed
including the impact of the presence of the soft soil foundation
layer, by applying springs at the base of the structures having
stiffness (characteristic for silty sand) ks = 12,000 kN/m3.
For comparison, it should be mentioned that for fixed-base
conditions the fundamental period was equal to 0.22 s instead
of 0.53 s when SSI is taken into account. The fundamental
period of the coupled model is ∼2.4 times higher than the
period of the fixed-base building due to the compliance of the
soft foundation layer. This increase has also been confirmed
by applying the relevant formula proposed by Veletsos and
Meek (1974) for flexibly-supported structures. Furthermore, as
earlier explained, period values are almost identical for both
buildings, due to the minor interventions that do not alter the
dimensions and stiffness of the structure. Figure 5 depicts the
first eigenmode, while Table 2 presents the period of the first
three modes and the percentages of the activated mass along
X′X and Y′Y axis for the initial and the retrofitted building,
respectively.

Selection of Accelerograms
Various requirements for selecting ground motions were
considered: in terms of seismic intensity, compatibility with
the site conditions, modification to match with the EC8
(2004) target spectrum. Accordingly, a suite of twenty input
motions was selected to obtain a reliable assessment of the
dispersion of EDPs of the examined masonry buildings and
soil conditions. The records were imposed (both horizontal
components) at the base nodes of the numerical models shown
in Figure 4. The seismic records that were used in this study
were selected from PEER (2015) database based on the following
criteria:

- Type 1 EC8 design spectrum;
- near and medium field earthquakes (epicentral distance below
30 km);

- earthquakes with a ground acceleration ranging from 0.4 to
0.7 g;

- earthquake magnitude ranging from 6 to 7.5;
- site Class D soil conditions.

Consequently, the twenty-ground motions listed in Table 3 were
chosen which present these specific features and were repeatedly
imposed at the bottom nodes of the two models shown in
Figure 4.

The spectral-matching procedure was utilized to adjust
frequency content of accelerograms within predefined limits
according to EC8 (2004) design spectrum. Figure 6 displays the
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FIGURE 5 | First eigenmode for: (A) the model in its initial state, and (B) the retrofitted model.

TABLE 2 | Modal analysis results considering SSI effect.

Mode Initial model Retrofitted model

Period (s) Mx (%) My (%) Period (s) Mx (%) My (%)

1 0.53 44.64 0.01 0.53 46.63 0.01

2 0.49 0.01 36.47 0.48 0.01 36.13

3 0.42 0.01 0.20 0.42 0.01 0.01

mean spectrum together with the spectra for the twenty records,
which were derived utilizing ISSARS (Katsanos and Sextos, 2013)
software for 5%-damped first mode spectral acceleration, i.e.,
Sa(T1, 5%). The silty soil was classified according to Eurocode
8 as category D. Using modal analysis results (Table 2), the
elongated (due to SSI) fundamental period for both coupled
models of the masonry building was equal to T1 = 0.53s, since
as aforementioned, it is not affected by the intentionally chosen
minor interventions.

Scaling of the mean spectrum of the selected time-histories
was performed, in order to match it with EC8 design spectrum.
According to EC8 (2004) guidelines (Part 1, section 3.2.3.1.3)
the lower bound of the design spectrum (necessary for the
spectral matching procedure) imposed by EC8 is firstly calculated
by ISSARS. The software adjusts the EC8 design spectrum to
90% of its values and then calculates the new values of mean
spectrum so that in a certain range of periods (from 0.20 to 2.0
times the fundamental period T1 = 0.53 s) the resulting scaled
mean spectrum (marked with black continuous line in the plot)
will be above the modified EC8 design spectrum (marked with
black crosses in the plot). Accordingly, the scaled mean spectral
acceleration Sa(T1, 5%) was approximately equal to 1.28 g, as
shown in Figure 6. Subsequently, the scaling of the records in 10
equal steps (0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9, 1.0) up to this spectral acceleration
value was performed and the resulting time-histories were used
for the subsequent incremental dynamic analyses.

TABLE 3 | Characteristics of the ground motions.

No Region Station

name

Magnitude Epicentral

distance(km)

PGA(g)

1 Imperial Valley-06 Bonds Corner 6.53 6.2 0.686

2 El Centro Array #5 27.8 0.448

3 El Centro Array #7 27.64 0.42

4 El Centro Array #8 28.09 0.538

5 Mammoth Lakes Convict Creek 6.06 1.43 0.419

6 Coalinga-01 Pleasant Valley P.P 6.36 9.98 0.571

7 N. Palm Springs North Palm Springs 6.06 10.57 0.59

8 Whitewater Trout Farm 4.24 0.602

9 Chalfant Valley-02 Zack Brothers 6.19 14.33 0.425

10 Loma Prieta Capitola 6.93 9.78 0.48

11 Gilroy Array #3 31.4 0.462

12 Cape Mendocino Rio Dell Overpass 7.01 22.64 0.424

13 Big Bear-01 Big Bear Lake—Civic 6.46 10.15 0.503

14 Northridge-01 Beverly Hills 6.69 13.39 0.459

15 Canyon Country 26.49 0.436

16 LA Obregon Park 39.39 0.467

17 Newhall—Fire Sta 20.27 0.698

18 Pardee—SCE 25.65 0.505

19 Rinaldi Receiving 10.91 0.634

20 S. Monica City Hall 22.45 0.591

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Following the framework described in the previous sections,
multi-stripe dynamic analyses of the two building models for
the selected group of seismic records with a gradual escalation
of their intensity in 10 steps was performed for both masonry
structures. As presented in the sequence, the whole process was
repeated for eight different soil saturation conditions, as shown
in Table 4, and multiple IM-EDP plots were produced, in which
dynamic instability occurred as a result of a sudden increase in
the chosen EDP.
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FIGURE 6 | Acceleration spectra and mean spectrum of the selected records derived from ISSASRS (Katsanos and Sextos, 2013).

TABLE 4 | List of abbreviations for the examined models.

Building Saturation degree Sr (%) Model

Initial 8 A-SR8

12 A-SR12

16 A-SR16

20 A-SR20

32 A-SR32

54 A-SR54

63 A-SR63

80 A-SR80

Retrofitted 8 B-SR8

12 B-SR12

16 B-SR16

20 B-SR20

32 B-SR32

54 B-SR54

63 B-SR63

80 B-SR80

Regarding the original building, for most records, in the first
part of MSDA curves almost linear elastic behavior was obtained,
in which drifts were linearly proportional to seismic intensity
level, irrespective to groundmotion characteristics. In the second
part, however, structural softening was observed which gradually
evolved to dynamic instability in the third part of the dynamic
analyses for several records.

Moreover, the response of the initial building has proven
to be directly dependent on the degree of saturation of the
soil. In particular, it was observed that the increase of soil
saturation contributes to the reduction of the total drift (i.e., the
difference of top and base displacements divided by its height)
of the building. More specifically, when the building is founded

on a relatively dry soil, with a Sr ≤ 20%, the total drift of
the building is approximately doubled compared to the cases
when Sr ≥ 32%.The difference is clearly shown in the plots of
Figure 7, where the MSDA curves of the A-Sr8, A-Sr12, A-Sr16,
A-Sr20, A-Sr32, A-Sr54, A-Sr63, and A-Sr80 models are shown.
In particular, the median value of the total drift at the last scaling
step was 4.1% for the A-Sr8 model, while for A-Sr32 up to A-
Sr80 models remained close to 2.14%. Note that 4.1% exceeds
the “Extensive Damage State” threshold values: 0.0245 and 0.04,
respectively, for old (“Pre-Code”) and even new (“High-Code”)
masonry buildings, according to HAZUS methodology (FEMA,
2003).

The change of the median values of the total drift with respect
to the degree of saturation of the soil, are more clearly shown in
Figure 8, in which the variation of median values response of the
MSDA process for the 10 scaling steps is illustrated. Evidently,
bottom curve shows that soil conditions do not influence the
results due to the low seismic intensity and the resulting linear
response. Conversely, the dispersion of results starts from the
third scaling step and gradually increases as the seismic intensity
is amplified. It appears that the behavior of the A-Sr8, A-Sr12, A-
Sr16, and A-Sr20 models is worse than the corresponding ones
of the A-Sr32, A-Sr53, A-Sr64, and A-Sr80 models. This finding
indicates that after a critical soil saturation level (i.e., Sr 20%) the
decrease of the soil stiffness due to the increase of soil saturation,
is beneficial for the structure.

Since the drifts of the initial building are quite high, therefore
the retrofitting of the structure was deemed necessary, even with
the deliberately chosen scheme of a slight intervention with
reinforced concrete lintels and friezes. The application of the
RC members improved significantly the dynamic response of the
building, reducing the total drift below 1.43% at the final scaling
step and almost three times less than the corresponding median
values of the original building.
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FIGURE 7 | Total drift MSDA curves for the building in its initial state, in which dashed curves show median values.

As it is presented in Figure 9, when the building is founded
on soil with a Sr 20%, the median value of total drift at the last
scaling step is quite low (e.g., for B-Sr8 it is 1.24%), whereas in

B-Sr32, B-Sr54, B-Sr63, and B-Sr80 models the drifts are even
smaller. Even after the retrofitting, the response of the structure
varies depending on the degree of soil saturation; nonetheless,
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FIGURE 8 | Building in its initial state: total drift as a function of soil saturation level for the 10 scaling steps. Curves present median values of the MSDA process.

the variation is obviously marginal compared to the structure
in its initial state. As it is depicted in Figure 9, the response
of the structure is slightly better for high degrees of saturation.
However, the decrease of the total drift with respect to the
increase of the degree of saturation is not so intense compared
to the original building, as shown in Figure 10.

This is further illustrated in the comparative plot of Figure 11,
in which the improvement of the response by retrofitting the
structure is clearly shown. Moreover, it has to be noticed that
during the first scaling steps the MSDA curves of the original
and the retrofitted buildings are identical. In other words, for
low seismic intensity levels the soil saturation conditions do not
play a crucial role. More specifically, for higher saturation levels
(Sr > 32%), the response of the structure is not particularly
improved in the first four steps of record scaling (up to 40%
of maximum spectral acceleration). For higher scaling values,
the application of this retrofitting scheme, drastically improves
the response of the structure. For high degrees of saturation,
the improvement of the response of the structure is even more
pronounced. This improvement is not only in terms of median
values, but in the dispersion of the MSDA curves as well, which
is evident by comparing subplots of Figures 7, 9 for the same
Sr. Moreover, the total drift of the original model is significantly
higher than those of the retrofitted building. More specifically, in
the last step of scaling process, the response of the structure is
remarkably improved, since the total drifts (i.e., upper extreme
MSDA curves) are more than four to five times lower for all
saturation levels.

In Figure 11, the results of the initial UMR building seem to be
grouped, i.e., to have slight variations for low (Sr = 8–20%) and
high (Sr = 32–80%) saturation levels. This is due to the variation
of soil stiffness for these soil conditions, since according to the
experimental data (adopted from Byun et al., 2013), the impact
of saturation level for the examined soil substantially affects its
basic mechanical parameters. As it can be easily observed in the
plots of Figure 3, Young and shear moduli values do not change

significantly for low and especially for high saturation levels and
this directly affects the dynamic response of the initial masonry
building. In contrast, the slight retrofitting -among the other
beneficial impacts on the building’s dynamic response- results
in a substantial reduction of the scattering of the results and
decreases substantially the impact of soil saturation conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work the seismic response of a typical two-story masonry
building was studied via finite element modeling utilizing
an incremental non-linear dynamic process. In particular, the
interaction of the building with the silty sand soil layer
for various saturation levels was examined. In addition, the
impact of the minor retrofitting of the building with reinforced
concrete lintels and friezes was also investigated. This study
confirmed that, despite the excessive computational cost and the
complexity of its implementation, incremental dynamic analysis
is a robust method for seismic design and/or assessment of
masonry structures. Through a large range of possible problem
resolutions, the application of the method can assist engineers to
fully understand and correctly assess the seismic performance of
a structure for a variety of different settings.

The original hypothesis that the response of the structure
is influenced by the degree of soil saturation was confirmed
by the results. Both the original and the retrofitted building,
presented higher drifts when the structure is constructed on
relatively dry soil. This is attributed to the decrease of soil
stiffness for higher saturation levels. Additionally, it is worth
noticing the improvement of the response of the building due
to the minor retrofitting with RC lintels and friezes. These light
interventions significantly reduce the total drifts as well as the
scattering of the results due to varying soil saturation conditions.
Certainly, alternative retrofitting schemes could be investigated
in order to examine their effectiveness in similar soil conditions.
Furthermore, the time-varying soil saturation level during a year
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FIGURE 9 | Total drift MSDA curves for the retrofitted building, in which dashed curves show median values.

(i.e., dry in summer) should also be investigated in order to
implement the findings of this study into a life-cycle analysis
framework.

Finally, it should be added that higher drifts at control
nodes do not necessarily correspond to higher damage levels.
Aspects such as yielding and ultimate displacements and ductility
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FIGURE 10 | Retrofitted building: total drift as a function of soil saturation level for the 10 scaling steps. Curves present median values of the MSDA process.

FIGURE 11 | Total drift median MSDA curves for the building in its initial state (solid curves) and the retrofitted building (dashed curves).

influence the structural response and resulting damages. A more
detailed investigation regarding the vulnerability assessment of
the examined masonry buildings needs to be performed as an
extension of the present work.
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